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Section 1
IIdI^RODUCTION
This was a program for the cooperative study of Chatanika incoherent scatter
radar data and Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory (LPARL) satellite data.
About 2/3 of the resources of the contract were utilized by LPARL and about
1/3 by the University of California at San Diego (UCSD) Computer Center and
Prof. Peter M. Banks of UCSD who acted as a consultant for this program.
The principal results were in three separate areas. In the first area, we
cooperated with T. M. Watt of the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in a
quantitative intercomparison of the precipitating electron fluxes measured
over Chatanika, Alaska by the LPARL experiment on satellite 1971-'30A and
simultaneous electron density profiles obtained from the radar mearurem-nts.
There was a large data 'base of simultaneous acquisitions from tii^ two experi-
ments during the period October 1.971 through August 1972. Tl:ese cases were
examined and two examples were selected, with good coordination geometry, for
detailed analysis. The results of this analysis have been published in the
Journal of Geophysical Research and are given in Section 2 of this report.
In the second area we cooperated with Prof. Banks in qualitatively scanning
a body of simultaneous radar and satellite data in a search for general mor-
phological :i., ,,:lationships. Survey plots from the 36 auroral particle detectors
on satellite 1971 -89? were prepared for 17 auroral zone traversals and scanned
in conjunction with available electron density profil e s and convection elec-
tric field measurements from Chatanika. V th_.ugh no dramatic systematic
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relationships between the two bodies of data were readily apparent, some
interesting results did emerge from these intercomparisons and they are
.summarized in Sections 3 and 4 of this report.
In the third area we cooperated with R. T. Tsunoda of SRI and otr ,^rs in a
joint study of data from a number of satellite and ground-based observatories,
-including Chatauika, during a single disturbed evening, on 21 March 1973.
On this particular evening, in addition to the Lockheed satellite data and
the Chatanika incoherent scatter results, there were also measurements avail-
able from the Homer, Alaska 398-1 .lIz phased-array radar, a PTASA barium ion
cloud, a meridian chain of magnetometers and . +'1 -sky camera stations, and
the field-aligned current experiment of the J( ,hns Hopkins University, Applied
Physics Laboratory, on the TRIAD satellite. The study of this large quantity
of coordinated observations necessarily includes areas of interest outside
the scope of this particular contract, and the study of these aspects of the
data is being funded by other sources. Since the work in these other areas
is not yet completed, a final paper is not ,yet available. A preliminary dis-
cussion and summary of some of the results is contained in Section 5 of
this report.
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Section- 2
Joint Radar-Satellite Determination of the Effective
Recombination Coefficiem in the Auroral E Region 
^^IG^T. M. WATT
Stanford Research hr,taure, Menlo Park, Calijarnia 94025	 ^^^ Q&
L. L. NEWKIRK AM) E. G. SlIFLLL•'Y
Lockheed Pala Alto Research Laboraton'. Pala Alro, Calyornia 94304
This taper reports on the experimental determination of the ellecu%c recombination coefficient a in the
auroral E region. the technique consists of obtaining measurements, time coincident and nearly space
coincident. of electron density from the Chalanika incoherent scatter radar and of electron production
rate From the 1471-0h9A satellite Llc:tron density profiles are determined :long the radar beam, and elec-
tron production profiles are field aligned. The honumtal ,cp:o:aion c,nrs:d h% these end other facton:;ut
give rise to uncertainties in life presence of honiontal gradients m clvoron dcnsn% or production \':attics of
a obtained b% this technique are nevertheless in reasonable agreement w nn rile results of others. Since the
technique offers the possibility of frequent and routine determination. of o profiles (lypi:ally, four per
da)), it clearly represents a po%%erful means for providing synoptic studies of this ionospheric parameter.
At present there is a very high degree of interest in physical
processes associated with the auroral ionosphere. In the D and
E regions of the auroral ionosphere the parameter cd'ccti%e
recomhination coefficient a is of interest because of its
relationship to electron-ion loss processes, and it is studied by
a variety of techniques [Biondi, 1969; Baron, 1972; L'li.ick and
Barest, 19731.
The purpose of this Raper is to present the results of - ew
technique to deterti .te height profiles of a in the aura:,. E
region. rile technique combines height profiles of electron
densit% from the Chatanika incoherent scatter radar
[Leadahrand et al., 1972] with coincident field-aligned profiles
of electron production obtained from energetic particle
nicasurenients made h\ the 1971-089A satellite. l'otcnti ill%,
the po%%er of this technique for synoptic studies of (r is enor-
mous in comparison %%ith c\isting methods, since, in principle,
a separate measurement can he made on every satellite pass oc-
curring near the radar (typically, four per day).
In the E region the effects of negative ions can he neglected
[Biondi, 19691. If %tic also assume that plasma transport cfTects
are negligible, then the stead y state equation of continuity is
given approximately by [Ri.%hhevh and Garrioll, 1969]
Q = al\" = Ia(NO')n(NO') + a(O,')n(O,')fA'	 (I)
from %%hi g h it follows that
a = Q/ N' _ [a(NO' )n(N0') + a(0,')n(0,')11N (2)
here
Q electron production rate;
N electron number density;
a(X') recombination coefficient of ion species X';
n(A'') number densit y of ion species .1'':
it efTcctive recombination coefficient.
In addition to its dependence on species and number density
of ions, it is dependent on neutral density [Poppoll and
If hirten, 1968] and is temperature sensitive (Biondi, 19691.
As is indicated in (2), a can be experimentall y determined
from the quotient Q A'. The eflicacy of such a determination
Copyright © 1974 b% the American Geophysical Union.
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rests on obtaining time and space coincident measurements of
electron production rate and electron number density.
At an\ instant of time the radar obtains a range profile of
electron density along the antenna beam, and the satellite oh-
tains an in situ measurement of the energy spectrum and pitch
angle distribution of precipitating particles at the position of
the satellite (-800-kit altitude). The instantaneous mc:sure-
ment at the satellite can, by using an appropriate computer
code, he transformed into an electron production profile along
the geomagnetic field line 1( am ct al , 19671 lm,sinf• thiouf•h
the S tellte. 1-lie essence of the c\perunent is to coordinate the
radar operation, both m time and tit antenna pointin g angle, to
obtain in intersection het%%cen a radar-obtained density profile
and a satellite-obtained p roduction profile.
The best possible geometrical circumstance for a coordinated
measurement \%ould he that the satellite \%ould pass through
that geoniagnelic field line occupied by the radar. 1 he radar
antenna beam could then he directed up the field line. and if
the smail amount of curvature in the field line is neglected, the
production and density profiles would be congruent.
Realisticall y , of course, this condition is never achieved, and in
cut%• actual measurement the field line profile of production and
the antenna heart profile of density are skc%% %%ith respect to
each other and can intersect at onlN one pLice. \\ hen such
skc\%ness exists, a particular altitude must be chosen at %% fit, h
intersection is W take place.
INSTRUMENTATION
The Chatanika facile\ is an L hand (129U MIL , ) fully
sleerable incoherent scatter radar system located at 65.1°N
147.45 0 \\' (L = 5.7) near I airbanks, Alaska. The system has
been described in considerable detail [Leadahrand er al.. 19722:
Baron, 1972; Wati, 19731 and %%ill not be described further
here.
T he 1971-089A satellite was in a ncarl y circular 93' inclina-
tion orbit at approximately 800 km. The satellite was three-
axis stabihicd and geocentricall% oriented. The particle data
utilired here \%erc obtained from t%%o sets of fixed cncrc :, dclec-
for> oriented at Ii' std 55'. respe:U\el%, from the loc,il
zenith. The electron instruments consisted of 180' permanent
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Fig. I. flan vies geometry of the radar he.im and the nnappcd tra-
jectory of the satellite during the coordinated c\perin,cnt tin
December K, 1971.
magnet spectrometers with channeltron detectors. 'I here \\ere
seven independent sensors at I5° and nine independent sensors
at 55°. 1 he instruments had contiguous energy passbands of
.1E 'E hct\\een
 0.60 and I.10 and provided complete co\erage
of the electron fluxes from approximateh 70 eV to 40 keV at
both angles. The proton data used here were derived from in-
tcgral flu\ detectors with proton thresholds at 10 and 3 1) kc\ at
each of the two angles. These t\pes of instruments ha\c been
described in more detail by .Shea et al. [19671, Reed et al.
[ 19691, and Puschmunn et al. 119701.
The pulses from each sensor output \\cre led into it
count rate meter \\ith it time constant of approximateh 300
ms. The rate meters were sampled by the telenictr) ap-
proximatel y 5 times pea	 This anal y sis utihied one sam-
ple per second front
	
detector.
EXPFRIVIENT
During the period October 1971 through April 1972, several
radar-satellite coordinated measurements \\ere made, and
these measurements comprise the data base for this stud y . At
the time of these measurements, the radar \\as  hems operated
according to other unrelated c\perinients, so that the radar
antenna was not pointed so as to provide optimal coinciLicn«
\kith the satellite measurements.
From the total data base, t\\o events, occurring at 1331 UT
(0331 I s F, 124° solar zenith angle) on December 8, 1971, and
at 11 14 UT (0114 LST, 132° solar rnith angle) on January 27,
1972, %%ere selected for detailed analysis. The contrasting
results of these two events demonstrate both the eflicac\ of the
technique and certain limitations on quantitative conclusions.
I he spatial criterion for the coordinated measurements is
given by the requirement that at ILO-km altitude, the radar
heaIll and field-line-Wrapped position o1 the satellite lie on the
same geomagnetic latitude This coordination criterion is con-
sistent \\ith typical r,rd.ar observations of auroral E loniiatlon
in \\hich ma\inn:nn electron densities occur near 100-120 kn1
and latitudinal density gradients are much larger than
longitudinal density gradients [Baron, 1970.
Figures I and 2 illustrate plan views of the t\so
measurements plotted in geographic coordinates for
December .4 and Javuar) 27, respecti\cl\. Lach lipurc il-
lustrates the mapped trijccior) of the satellite at I IO knr
.altitude, the projection of the radar hcanl and its location at
110-km altitude, and the point oil slapped trciiccton cor-
responding to the geomagnetic latitude of the I Ill-kill ntersec-
tion of the radar heani.
It can he seen from the figures that, h\ our criterion, the op-
finial limes for the coordinated nneasurcnlcnis are 1331.09 1;
oft Decenil-tcr X and 111 .3:122 UT oil 27 and the
horiiontal dislaunce. (at 1111-km altitudr) hct\\ccn the cor-
responding electron dcnsil\ 	 ind cic:tro p pioduction
measurements are about 21 and IS kin, respectr\cly
The measured data from both the radar and the satellite \\ere
inteerated over finite times in order to reduce statislic,tl Iluc-
tuations to acceptable Ir\els. p his rryturemcni Is illustrated for
the radar measurements on December X and Januan 27 in
Figures 3 and 4, respcctivcl\, Much pre,cm for each case
o\crla)s of three electron dcnsit) profiles ohimned h) the radar
% bile the satellite \vas pausing nearb). It can be seen that for
these cases the electron densit y maximums occur near 110-knr
altitude. \kc it the large high-altitude fluctu:lions
;ippcming in the 10-s or 20-s profiles .%ith statistical noise fluc-
tuations in the radar recci%cr, thus it is apparent that no I:ue\
temporal variations in electron densit\ are being ohscr\cd dur-
ing the 1-min periods on either December 8 or Januar\ 27. Ac-
eordincf\. in order to provide \alid cicciron densit y data
relativel\ free from statistical noise eflects, \sc take the I-min
electron densit\ profiles as comprising the radar input to the
coordinated measurements. In the altitude range helo\\ 150
kill the standard deviation ofstatistic:d errors using a 1-min in-
lcgration is estimated to he less than 8 X 10' el cm
As was pointed out in the previous section, it complete data
set was obtained from the satellite instrumentation once per
second. Ihesc particle data \Acre then averaged o\cr a period
of 4 s, corresponding to a distance traveled along the mapped
trajector y of about 2)S kill (scc Figures I and 2).
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the second-h\-second outputs of -
1%%o of the satcllitc-mounted electron sensors for tinie periods
encompassing each of the t\\o specific mcasuicn7rni tones I he
curves illustrate the dillerential electron flu\ in the cncrg\
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8. 1971. Represeniatoe Statistical counting errors are Indicalcd.
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ranges indicated. I hose curves are representctrxc of Ili\
variations over the entire energy range measurer!. Represcn-	 The data (Or December 8 shoxk a completely different
tative Statistical uncertainties associated \kith the measured 	 character. DUm 2 the period of interest, 1331:07 to 13!I.I I
values are indicated b y the error bars.	 UT, the measured flux varied by as much as an order of
	
File data for January 27 sho\+ a xariation of much less 011111 	 magnitude at the higher energies. In the absence of a cor-
a factor of 2 over the 4-s period I 1 14:10 to 1 1 14:14 UT. Aside	 responding variation in radar-ohscr\cd electron densities, it
from the small fluctuations present in the second-h -second 	 seems probable that the satellite-observed variations are
data, the measured flux did not c hihit any significant 	 latitudinal rath
	 'han temporal. The consequences of such a
latitudinal variation in the vicinity of Chatallika.	 latitudinal gradic;;t \+ill he discussed alter the c\penm -ntal
results have been presented.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate. for several times during each of
180 -	 -^	 the coordinated measurement., incident electron energy spec-
r 	 tra oht.nned h\ the satclhte instruments. 1 he electron fluxes
170 -	 _	 1	 measured at the t\vo angles difTered by a factor of 2 or less over
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Fig. 4	 Electnul density	 profiles obtanlcd roam	 r.ldar	 satellite-mounted particle counters, centered it S and 25 kc\. re,pec-
mcasurcmcnis during the coordinated radar-salelhic experiment on 	 tivcly, during the Ume of the radar-satellite e\per,ment on January 27,
Januan 27. 1972.
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Fig. R. Incident el-mron energ} spectral determined Irom particle
measurements	 on	 board	 the	 satellite	 1`171-0M9A	 during	 the eoor-
I	 V
dinated radar-satellite ei,p content oil
	
27,	 197:
I i g-.im. The Aurora calculation has a loHcr-cn p rg\ hinit of 0.5
,n^	 L___._-	 .-^:-•_	 --^--.--.	 . __
10	 a	 tun k. \ . Although it is true that 0.5-keV incident clectron, du not
F NV	 RGN	 1, ,• Fenetr.itc the atmosphere to the altitudes considered, energy is
Fig. 7.	 Incitenl	 electron energ}
	
spectra detefmlllCll front particle nevertheless deposited at these altitudes tit 	 energy rangy
measurements	 oil 	 the	 satellite	 1971 .OS9A	 during	 the coor- helo\s 0.5 keV by higher-energy electrons scattering d(rwn In
donated radar - salelltc experiment on Decemher B. 197 1. energy.	 Hence the calculated	 results	 must	 be extranolafed
down to E, = 0 in order to obtain an estimate of the total
the energy range covered. The spectra sho\vn in these figures
 attitude.energy ' deposited at any	 particular	 dp
de%%ere derived from an average of the fluxes measured at th« oe t iIf cop use the reasonable 	 r of i5	 of deposited elcr
angles. The statistical counting errors were, in general, of the iron energy corresponding, oil 	 average, to the production
order of 20% or less. The J-s integrations during each coup-
of one p lectron-ion pair, the energy values provided by Auroradinated	 measurement are equivalent to averaging the three vield a direct estimate of the electron-ion production rate due
curves in each fi g ure. It can he seen that the curves in Fi g ure 7 to energetic electrons.
are widely spread, especially at the higher energies, consistent he	 Aurora	 calculation	 pertains	 onk	 to	 production
with the gradient effects already discussed. resulting from energetic electrons. A low intensity of energetic
ExPP.RINUNTAL RISL'LTS protons %%as ohs p r\cd to accompan y the energetic plectrons,
and the total production taking plaice during auroral activityFigure 3 (1331-1332 UT) and Figure 3 (1114-I I IS UT) 11- must include that due to energetic protons as well.lustrate the radar-derived electron density data, and Figure 7 By	 using	 the	 nuthod	 described	 b y	 Earlrrr un(I Harrows(1331:07 to	 1331:11	 UT, average) and	 Figure 8 (1 114:10 to
i 114:14 UT, average) illustrate the satellite-derived encrgctie
electron	 flux	 data:	 these	 two	 t, yes	 of data	 comprise	 the
JAN	 1977(1 RAL`aa-$air a i l lit
measurement Inputs to the experiment. In order to pro , ide it -,- `^-, F xVEW-01 NT
formation on electron production, the a\er:age electron flux
\
1S0 	 `)Ov(1i1VoK AND
spectra obtained from Fi g ures 7 and R \sere assumed to he ^'	 a DEC	 971	 BARON 09131
isotropically	 incident	 and	 \\ere	 then	 used	 as	 input	 to	 the 1.111	 Al
Lockheed Aurora computer program. t
The Aurora program	 numerically solves the appropriate 130
Fokker-Planck steady state diffusion equation to dctcrnune ^♦ 	 ,•'
the electron (our	 ;i ong a geomagnetic field line
nn
associated with it 	 spectrum of incident auroral plectrons.
The solution takes into account ,atmospheric scatterin g . elec- \
Iron energy loss, and the mirroring effect of the geoniagnctic 110	 '^	 \\	 1field. The rate at \\hich energy is deposited in the atmosphere \	 I
h\ electrons is also calculated h\ the program. T h p theoretical 100
solution of the diffusion equation Has developed by Walr et al. \\Q —c
[19681.	 A detailed description of the computer program is 9v „----	 -^	 -	 y
gi\cn by C'ladrs el al.	 f1973]. t0 1	 1pfi	 3
f h p output of Aurora at each altitude Is an estimate of file
RFM'.I BiNAT'ON COEFFICIFNT
I.Ig. 9	 Comparison of recombination coefficient profiles obtained
tot al electron energy' deposited per cubic centimeter per second from the ra d ar-\a teline expenmcat with profiles compiled by ( /Nic k
in the energy range above E„ where E, is an Input to the pro- and Ba„n !I9731.
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IARIX	 I. Calculated Ulm- of licctron-	 used Produclwn.	 Proton-Cmised Production.
and 'fota I	 Produc tion at	 Various Al ti t udes
December 8,	 1971 January 27,	 1972
Altitude,	 1,m
.2t
171 1 . , 660 10	 2 ,670 I , I " s 250 1 ,41)5
139 4,560 13-	 4 ,573 2,1!+;  - 390 2,573
13o 7, 450 21	 7,471 3,87 5 640 4,515
121 11"SO 119	 11,280 7,305 930 8,235
11 5 13,850 34	 13,880 11,150 1,120 12,1-0
111 15 , 050 37	 15,090 14.000 1, 250 1 6, 150
I OF, 13,450 13	 13,460 20,460 800 21 ,260
103 11,680 10	 11,690 , 2 1)0 480 _' .' ,(,80
101 9, , 3 5 1) 8	 9,5()o 23,10() 160 23,:60
6, 1 10 6	 r,, 1 50 .3,1 00 0 -1 .; . 1 00
I,1130 3	 I,030 21 ' Sim U 21 ,500 
9 5 Z, ,780 0	 2,780 17,250 0 I7_150
ties,ire in	 electrons per cubic	 centimeter	 second.
119661, electron-ion production profiles due SOICI\ to detected
energetic prot,ln% were generated for the times 1331:07 to
1331 11 UT on December 8 and 1114:10 to 11:4-11 UT on
JanuarN 27, 1972. Total clectrot, production .%i t ,  then taken to
be the sum of the individual production rates due to cnerecuc
electrons and energetic protons. Table I lists values of
electron-Caused production Q_ proton-caused production Q,,.
and total production Q, for each allitLicic at Mitch the
calculatiOn s, were perl 'ortiled and for each of the coordinated
measurements.
The overall uncertainties in Q, are estimated to he less than
401,. These result from it conibinaJon of uncertainties in the
absolute calibration of the sensors, counting statistics,
deviations fron t isotropy, and calculational errors in the
Aurora code. There are additional uncertainties resulting from
spatial gradients in the particle tlL I \C';. The latitudinal
gradjcws in the observed lIUXeS are discussed later.
Appl%ing the values of electron production fro].: Table I
and v alues of electron density fron t Figures 3 and 4 to (2)
y ields estimates of ".
'I he summarized re sult'; for both sets of coordinated
measurements are given in Table 2 and are illustrated in I igure
9. It can he seen that the t%%o o protiles\aricd %%ith altitude in i t
similar ma n ner but dill 'crcd h\ it factor of about 3-4 o\ Cr most
of the AMU& rmi gc, there bei ng an increasing di \ crgcncc
hcloxv about l(K) km.
DISCUSSION
It is instructive to compare the results in Table 2 %% iih results
for (t obtained by other weans. Figure 9 compares the pres-
ent r o.,sul!s (curves labeled 1) \%ith results taken from
C' wwi and Baron [!973]. Curve 2 is based on data taken
direct]\ 1 'rom an instrumented rocket launched on %larch 16.
1972, into all aurora from the Poker I lat rocket ranee near
Chatanika. Curve 2 illustrate ,., the results 
of 
electron produc-
tion determined from energetic particle measurements and
electron densit y determined from plasma Ircquenk \
measurements. Ctjr\c 3 illustrates the results of using (2); 1 101 1 9
\%i t h rocket-mounted mass spectrometer HIC&SWIC1 11 1CI I IS 01
MNO' and 1)(O;'   ) ISherman er al.. 1973], laboratory values for
af( NO' and (v(O,' ) [Biondi, 1969], and a Cira ( 1965) mean
temperature model. Cur%c 4 illustrates results obtained on
I : cl) rL i ;ir\ 24, 1972. by appl y in g the • robzi hiljt\ distribution'
method to incoherent scatter I n CaSLI _.ncri l cl ati t [Baron. 1970.
It can he seen that the results of Januar\ 27, 1972, agree quite
%%ell \\ith
 those results obtained b y
 other means and th. , t check
prohic obtaincd on December 8, 1971, scents to he com-
paratively high at Al altitudes.
F igure 10, taken direct]\ from Clado ct al. [1973[,  presents
a Compi 1,11 lon 
of 
a %a I k 1 c, ohl.i i t i ed d uring aurora l acts it\ by a
number of \%t , rkcr,, . In the altitude range 100-125 ki l l. o values
given in Figure 10 vary over a range greater than I order of
TABLE 2. Calculated V;,lues of Total	 Production, Electron Density, and l-ffvc0vv Recombination Coefficient at	 'various
CIQ Altitudes	 for the Radar-Satvllite 1.aprriments
Lh liecember	 S.	 1971 January 2 7 ,	 19%
0^. CM3/s.'x	 to-,\1titude, km	 el/Cmi	 5 x
	
103 Cl/CM3	 X	 105 'XCMI/S	 10-7 Cl/CM3 5 x 103 Cl/CM3	
x	
10 5
1§
151 2.67 0.88 3.45 1.405 1_13 0.93
139 4.57 0.98 4.76 2.5-31 1.18 1.35
130 7.47 1 .2- 4.63 4.515 1.71 1 .42
1 1
5.69 8.235 
A 3.88 . 4.69 12.27 2.65 I.-S
111 15.00 1	 KS 4.50 If' . IS 2.9b I . g'I
jos 13.46 1 .51 S.qo 21. 26 11.91 -'..;o
103 11.69 1 . .1 1 8.00 68 2.75 3.00
IN 9.36 0.91 11.30 23.56 11.54 3.65
99 6.15 0.66 1.1. 1 23.1 .1.28 4.45
97 4.03 O.-I l 2-11 .0 5.28
95 2.78 0.27 38.1 17.25 1.60 b.74
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Fig. 10. lAperimental %aloes of the elfecti%e recombination cocllicient a as it function lit altitude ICludir et ul . 19731 1 he
solid line rcprc.cnlc a reaxmahle tit to the sanuus dada.
III agnit Lid c I he coordinmed nicautrCnrcnt results obtained	 results reported here were obtained front car p nlca,nrcnlcnts
here fall ^%ell within such an obsered range of ^arialion.
Althou g h as just shown the results obtained here fall ssithul
1
the spectrum of results obtained hs manN others, there seems
little reason to doubt that our results have been affected
sonncsshat hy spatial gradients over the meacurennent region.
Front the discussion in Ibe section on the esperinlcnt it is ap-
parent that for the two coordinated measurements considered.
the region over which the coordination took place extended
about 20 km in longitude and about ill km in IatJtude. N'e
hale ro direct mlonn,tion on possihlc longitudinal gradients
present during either measurement. During, the Januar 27
measurement there seemed to he no signlflCafll latitudinal
gradient present, and the January 27 results aWCCd qultC ,sell
1 with results obtained elsewhere. During the !)cccnlher
measurement there was a si g nificant IawLidinal gradient, and
the December S results agreed less well s\ith other results.
Recardlcss of the lesel of agreement of the December S results,
it sceins that dalli aseraged across such it significant gradient
should he considered with caution.
As was discussed earlier, the measurements described herein
Here coordinated to the evlcnt of time coincidence but were
not coordinated to the c\tent of pi-m iding intersection
hetssec. + the radar heam and the mapped trajectory of the
satclloc. Coordination to the c\ICnt of both slmti,d and Icm-
poral coincidence has been demonstrated at Chal:uuka and
can easil y he arranged in future c\penments.
'I here is little doubt Ihal a cowodcrahle reduction tit
 
twit brie to IhC order of I s total can he cllccicd with icg: id to
I	 nncasurcmenis of energetic clectron flux. Its achic%mv spatial
as ,sell as temporal coincidence and reducing the integration
N time for measuring energetic clectron Ili\' to I s. the coordina-
tion region could he reduced to .I horizontal dimension of
about I0 kill o%er much of the altitude range of interest.
Cn"t-1.1-sloss
The results oht,oncd nn this csperinncnt dcmonstr,ite a ser\
powerful technique for obtaining altitude profiles of the cllec-
ti\'e reconlhination coellicicnl in the auroial ionosphere I he
made bN the Chatanika radar and the 1971-0hi9A satellite.
I he power :old usefulness of the technulue stem (roil the
fart that a large numha of reasonahls accurnite proliles of the
recombination coellirient can he obtained during any da y or
other period of interest simpl y  by ' making a coordinated
measurement eery time the orbiting satellite passes
sulficicnll y near the radar location (typically J times each 24
hours). Each actual measurement (includin g logistics of coor-
dination and data acquisition) is a fairl y simple operation, cs-
peciali\ in comparison w ith the comple\itp of in instrumented
rocket shot.
The measurements described herein ,sere not tulle coor-
dinated. and the consequent spatial separation of the rmi.ir
and satellite measurements p•:rmitted the results to be in-
fluenced h\' horizontal g radient: in clectron densit\'.
Full\' coordinated nscasurennerts have been demonstrated,
Mid the technique can he c\'ploited in tilt • future: the carclul
coordination of future mcasurenien;s should greatl y du»inish
the effects of horizontal gradients.
(APi' nledgrrwrirc. Discussions with 1 H. Cladis and R. I). Sharp
were ,ern c:duahle. Harhara J. 6whhmi provided a large portion of
the d ita reduction. l he saldhic data were acquired and made accrssr
hlc ..,dcr the Office of Nasal Research omm.cl \004II4 - 704 - 112113,
I his rrse,areh was supported in part hs the Defense \uclem \grni^
under contracts I)\ iSi.inioid Rescanh Institule)
and D\AWI-72-C-01711 (Lockheed) and to part by NASA under con-
tr. wt *% ,\S%%  25112.
he Idilor th.mks 1 G. Smith ,aid I \ I hfatic for their asstst,n ,:e
in eialuaung this 11,11M
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Section 3
CHATS NIKA/1971 - 89A CORRFLATIOIdS
by P. M. Banks and E. G. Shel!Ey
The Lockheed instrumentation aboard the 	 spacecraft provides
char ged-particle measurements in a vario ty of ener;,y channels nde(Iuate to
determ'_r.e the location of the auroral oval. Usit.g these data, along with
measurements of electric '..elds and currents from the Chatanika, Alaska
incoherent scatter radar, a preliminary study has been undertaken to search
for possible correlations in the two data sets. Particular emphasis was
given to changes in the observed electric field whilh, on th y, basis of
other studies, are known to depend upon substorms and/or charges in the
size of the auroral oval.
The comparison day chosen for this study was 11 February 19'(2 corre:,Ix,ndin;;
to a 24-hour electric field experiment conducted at Chatanika. 	 r:ed
variations of the ionospheric electric field, ionospheric height-integrated
Hall and Pedersen conductivities and height-integrated electric current dens-
ity a_ •e sho ,.;n in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. During the period 04 UT (11 February)
to 04 UT (12 February) five separate oubrtorms occurred, as described pre-
viously by 3nnks et al. (1.973). However, this particular day was not unduly
disturbed in a global sense and the enhancem-rnts in conductivity and electric
f`eid are consistent with rather normal conditions when Chatanika rotates
into a mildly expanded (Q = fit) auroral oval.. L-cal K and K  indices for
College, given in Table 3.1, confirm the low level of the AE Index (upper
-s about 200V centered in the period 09 to 1 1: UT (11 February).
torms have been deduced from glcbal magnetcgrams and the Chata-
hese are given below for reference.
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Figure 3.1. i;easured values of height-integrated conductivities,
electric field and E-region neutral. winds for 11-12
February 1972 at Chatanika, Alaska.
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Table 3.1
GEOMAGNETIC INDICES, 11-12 FEBRUARY 1972
Time (UT) 1 00 03	 06	 09	 12	 15	 18	 21	 00	 03	 06
K 'College)	 2	 1	 0	 2	 5	 )+	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0
K p.	 3	 2	 1	 2	 3	 2	 1	 1-	 1	 2	 20	 0	 0	 +	 o	 o	 +	 ^+	 +	 -F
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0612 7 ": A small enhancement in the northward electric field
was seen at Chatanika with no corresponding increase in E,-region
conductivity or current density. Thus, this substorm was unde-
tected by the Chatanika magnetometer.
0,900 UT: The second substorm occurred two hours before local
midnii;llt with o possible incrraso In inrti.cic! precipitation and
simultaneous enhancement in electric field (a data gap occurs at
:ubstorm onset). Since the electric field was northward, a posi-
tive bay was registered by the Chatanika magnetometer.
0912 UT: The third substorra initiated the usual transition from
north to south electric field found at the Harang discontinuity.
Extensive particle precipitation took place and a 250Y negative
bay resulted.
1610 UT: At this time Chatanil•:a was in the mornin sector. The
substorra, seen in midnight sector magnetograms, resulted in a
slight strengthening of the southward electric field.
0205 UT (12 February): A small electric field change was observed
without particle precipit-tion, presumably because Chatanika was
well south of the auroral oval at this time.
From an extensive analysis of Chatanika electric field data (see Banks and
Dcupnik, 1975) it is known that the intensity of the electric field meas-
ured at Chatanika is closely related to the proximity of the auroral oval.
To a large extent, it appears that the global pattern of the el ectric field
is strongly controlled by the oval. Thus, as the oval expands toward a
fixed observing point such as Chatanil^n, one finds a rapid increase in E
while an oval contraction has the opposite effect. Even within the oval,
as evidenced by particle precipitation, E l appears to ;row as the pol.eward
(or inner boundary) of the oval comes nearer.
In the normal course of events, Chatanika has a motion relative to the oval.
determined by the offsets of the geographic and geomagnetic axes. An elec-
tric field and conductivity pattern such as shown by Figure 3.1 is consis-
tent with an initial approach, engulfment, and departure from the -)val. In
a specific way, then, the auroral oval establishes a natural coordinate sys-
tem for studying electric fields. However, quantitative analyses based upon
this idea have not „vet been possible, primarily because it is very difficult
14
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to establish from ground observations the precise location of the oval.
Spacecraft measurements, cf course, overcome part of this difficulty since
they can provide specific locations for the portion of the oval intersected
by the orbital trajectory. Such observations do not solve the r;enoral prob-
lem of oval location, however, for regions away from the spacecraft.
A possible solution to the problem of fixing the location of the auroral
oval can be found by using the auroral oval observations reported by Feld-
stein and Starkov (1967). Taking measured intercepts of the auroral oval
at a given geomagnetic local time and latitude, it is possible to search
for an appropriate oval parameterized in terms of Q to deduce the global
extent of the entire oval. By keeping track of northern arid southern hemi-
sphere auroral intercepts, the global extent of the oval can be monitti— d
in a way not possible except through direct auroral imagery.
In the present study an initial attempt has been made to deduce the auroral
oval location using boundary crossings taken from 1971 -89A data. A summary
of the data is given in Table 3.2 giving uval boundaries. as def.i_ned throurfh
abrupt increases in the counting rate of the CME1D instrument which responds
tc electrons in the 0.98-1.82 keV energy range.
To show the connection between the observed auroral oval boundaries and those
of Feldstein and Starkov, Figure 3.3 shows a C = 4 oval marked with the ob-
served particle precipitation regions. The results indicate good agreement,
enough so that the location of the oval at intermediate points •• 1,l he pre-
dicted with some degree of confidence. Unfortunately, the prer nt data set
had only two northern hemisphere passes which traversed the nightside oval.
A similar study could be done with southern hemisphere passes if it were cer-
tain that the Feldstein ovals could be applied there.
In the present circumstances, there is no readily apparent chane in the size
of the auroral oval between 05 UT and 08 UT, i.e., the data fit the C = 4
auroral oval. The Chatanika data indicate a first intersection with the oval
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at 0820 UT when the F-region electron density began to rise rapidly in res-
ponse to substorm c. , nset. According to Figure 3.3, rotat?on of the earth
under a a = I t oval would result in Chatanika intercepting; the oval at 0830
UT while for Q = 5 0800 UT is obtained. Thus, it appears that in th- present
case the increase in particle precipitation seen at Chatanika at 0820 UT was
a result of relative motion between the observing site and a relatively sta-
tionary auroral oval. The substorm which took place at O800 UT (based on all-
sky camera data and global ma^n^tograms) does not appear to have materially
affected the oval itself.
Future studies based on this material should prove to be important to our
knowledge of magnetospheric convection. The development of suitable auroral
curves for the southern auroral zone is essential. However, once such curves
are available, it should be possible to derive an extremely useful monitor of
the average shape of the oval.
3.1 References
Banks, P. i•I., J. R. Doupniic, and S.-I. Akasofu, "Electric Field Observations
by Incoherent Scatter Radar in the Auroral Zone," J. Geophys. R s., 78, 6607,
1973.
Feldstein, Y. I., and G. V. Starkov, "Dynamics of Auroral Belt and Polar Geo-
magnetic Disturbances," Planet. Space Sci., 15, 209, 1967.
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Figure 3.3. The Q = 4 Feldstein auroral oval is shown with four Observed
auroral oval boundaries deduced from 1071-89A data. Ibints
13 and D were obtained during a very quiet period while G fol-
lowed a moderate substorm. Point C apparently is part of a
sun-aligned auroral arc system.
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Section It
AURORAL BOUNDARY CHARACTERIST I CS FROM 1971-89A PARTICLE D;
by P. M. Banks and E. I. Shelley
The 19'/'1-89A spacecraft orbit during February 1.972 provides exc
good coverage of the polar cusp and the midnight sector aurora]
seen through a variety of electron and proton detectors. In s(
limited number of orbits a particular feature of the equatorwai
of the auroral oval has become apparent. During magnetospheric
times the edges of the oval, as defined through various electron detectors
in the enegyy range 0.16 to 8.8 keV, occur at the same point. Fir dis-
turbed conditions following substorm activity, however, an energy disper-
sion is present such that the equatorward edge of the oval defined through,
say, 0.16 keV electrons may be as much as 2 0 of latitude lower Lhnri Wic
onset measured at 4 .7 keV.
Examples of this behavior are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. In Figure 4.1
we show entry from mid-latitudes into a very narrow southern hemisphere mid-
night sector auroral oval characteristic of an undisturbed magrietosphere.
The onset of the oval as seen in the 1.4 9 2.6, 4.7, and 8.8 keV electron
detectors is essentially the same. There is a slight tendency for the 0.16
and 0.6 keV electrons as well as 2.4 keV protons to rise slightly (^- 15 km)
earlier. however, the difference is small compared with the data shown in
Figure 4.2, taken at 0834 UT on a pass through the northern hemisphere polar
cap and midnight sector oval. Here, electrons at 0.16 keV extend 1.85 km
equatcrward of the 8.8 keV electrons. A similar dispersion is seen in Fig-
ure 4.3 at 0909 UT upon entering the scuthern midnight sector oval.
The energy dispersion seen in Figures )1.2 and 4.3 corresponds to the harder,-
ing of the pinsma sheet seen ill
	 observations in the near magneto-
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1"IF',ure ! i.l. 1971 -89A satellite particle data.
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Figure 4.2. 1971-89A satellite particle data.
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Figure ! t.3. 1971-89A' satellite porticle data.
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spheric tail. From the present results, it appears to be a feature of
differential inward plasma motion of electrons actin,, under the influence
of the cross-tail convection electric field, gradient drift and curvature
drift effects. Low-energy -12ctrons will move directly inward (to lower
magnetic shells) while progressively higher-energy electrons will drift
equatorward. Such an explanation only works, of course, if the source
region of plasma sheet electrons is of limited spatial extent.
A separate, exciting; feature of the present aatn is the nppearnnoo of n
narrow spike of proton precipitation located equatorward of the main auroral
oval precipitation. In Figure 4.2, for example, a spike of approximately
20 km width is seen 175 km equatorward of the high-energy particle oval.
Interestingly, the spike occurs almost simultaneously with the onset of
0.16 keV electrons. This connection is also apparent in Figure 4.3.
If the spike of protons, seen in a small number of cases here, is a regular
feature of disturbed times, it gives an interesting new clue to processes
occurring at the plasma sheet boundary. Its possibLe connection with 10W-
energy electron precipitation should be thoroughly studied.
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Section 5
THE RELATIONSITIP OF AURORAL CURRENT SYSTF- S,
P:',RTICLE PRECIPITATION, VISUAL AURORA, APT RADt:R AURORA
n ,y R. T. Tsunoda, T. Fotemra, R. D. Shnrp, E. G. Shelley,
S.-I. P. kasofu, and t Kamide
Tn this work we analyzed the auroral current system that existed during
the local e 3 ,3ning on 21 ,-larch 1973 by combining a number of different meas-
urements. The data compiled for this tud,y include those from the Ticmer
399 1-giz phased-array radar, the Chatanika incoherent scatter radar, a NASA
barium ion cloud, a meridian chain of magnetometers and all-sky camera sta-
tions, the APL magnetometer experiment on the TRIAD satellite, and the Lock-
heed auro ral particle experiment on satellite 1972-76B. From this set of
measurements we constructed a current system model that includes auroral
electrojets, the Birkeland currents, and the associated charge enrriers.
In summary, the preliminary results of the study are: (1) The eastward
electrojet is driven by a poleward directed electric field and coincides
with the zone of net downward Birkeland currents; (2) the net upward Birke-
land currents occur in a region ,-lust poleward of the eastward electrojet
but in a region also containing a poleward directed electric field; and
(3) the closing current between the upward and du ,.•rnward Birkeland Currents
appears to be carried by a Pedersen current.
The poleward boundary of the eastward electrojet was found to approximately
coincide with `,he trapping boundary - -or energetic (E > 1.60 keV) electrons.
Part of the upward Birkeland currents are found to be carried by the pr•,-
cipitating auroral electrons and part of the downward Birkeland Current,
are found to be carried by the precipitatin:? protons. A visual arc located
I 	 on the poleward boundary of the eastward electrojet was found to be related
to an "inverted V" precipitation event.
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The Lockheed auroral particle experiment utilized in this work was part of
a DARPA-funded pr ;-xri^i an , 1 was carried by the low-altitude polar-orbiting
satellite 1972-76B. The satellite was launched on 2 October 1972 into a
sun-synchronous noon-midnight orbit (inclination = 98.4 0 ) with a perigee
of 736 km and an apogee of 761 km. The satellite is spin stabilized with
a period of approximately five seconds. The spin axis is 1erpendicular to
the satellite orbital plane.
The auroral particle spectrometer consists of ten iridi.vidual channels, cacti
of which utilizes a char ,.el electron multiplier as a sensor and a magnetic
acid/or foil threshold analysis to define the energy range of the selected
particles. Table 5.1 lists the energy ranges of the individual channels.
The spectrometer is oriented at 52.50 to the satelite spin axis such that
it was sampling particles with pitch angles in the range from about 30 0 to
1350 during the periods of interest (a pitch angle of 1800 corresponds to
particles coming down the field line). In addition to the auroral particle
experiment, ti,;o channels from the more energetic particle spectrometers will
be utilized. A plastic scintillation electron :pectrometer (E111) measured
the integral electron fluxes with E > 160 keV and a solid-state proton spec-
trometer (LEP) measured the proton fluxes in the energy range from 12.0 to
250 keV. These two spectrometers were oriented at 90 0
 to the satellite spin
axis providing measurements of both the precipitating and trapped energetic
particle fluxes.
The satellite data on the two passes of ynterest on 21 March 1973 are shown
in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The peak precipitated count rate per
	 as a func-
tion of universal time and satellite location is illustrated. The isotropy
(T) ind c+itoff (C) trappint* boundaries for E > 1 ,00	 1lectrons liefined by
the EEM detector are indicated along the abscissa.
Figure 5.3 summarizes the auroral conditions during this period. The con-
tours of constant AFi, the disturbance in the horizontal component of the geD-
magnetic field, were constructed from magnetograms from Sitka, College, F(rt
F,	 Yukon, In lzvik and Mould Bay. The latitudinal extent of the radar aurora, as
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Detector
Name
Particles
Measured
Energy Range
(}':ev)
CME-A Electrons 0.07 - 0.2-1
C E-B Electrons 0.20 - 0.59
CME-C Electrons 0.50 -	 1.5
CME-D Electrons 1.5	 -	 4.5
C: 17,-E Electrons 4 .6 - 13 .7
CME-F Electrons 13.6 - 40.7
CMP Protons 0.7 - 2.1
CFP-t+ Protons > 13.0
CFP-C Protons > Z1.0
CZU ITltrnviolet ------
Background
> 160
FEP^ Electron:.
120 - 250
LEI' Protons
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1. Satellite measurements of particle fluxes on 21 March 19Y3.
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observed by the 29R-MlIz phased array at Homer, is indicated by the vertical
line segments superimposed over the constant All contours. The two dashed
horizontal lines are at latitudes of 630 and 69.50 and indicate the radar
visibility boundaries. The geometry of the coordination on the second of
the two satellite passes is illustrated in Fi;ure 5. ) '. The grey scnle in-
dicates the intensity of the radar backscatter at the time of th 1, satellite
transit. A comparison of Figures 5.2 and 5.4 show that the trn j i ! ;; bound-
ary coincides approximately to the magnetic latitudde of the poleward bound-
ary of the radar echo.
The observed relationships on this night between the electric fields. elec-
tron densities, particle precipitations, radar returns, ionospheric elec-
trojet currents, Birkeland currents, and optical aurora are quite complex
and not yet completely understood. An initial paper emphasizing the phen-
omenological aspects of the coordinated data is currently being prepared
for submission to the Journal of Geophysical Research.
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Sectiott 2
Joint Radar-Satellite Dctefnlination of (he Lffective
Recombination Coefficient in the; Auroral E Region. 
^^IG^
T. M. WATT POnz, All
Stanford Re+eurch /it mute, Menlo Park. Culd,wina V4025	 Q&
L. L. NEwKIRK AND E. G. SIII ii+N,
Lockheed Paln Alto Re.%t ,arch Laborurort, Palo Alto. Culijorrmu 94304
T hi. paper report, on the experimental determination of the ell"It,e recombination coefficient a in the
auroral E region. The technique consists of obtaining measurcnxc nts. untc coincident and nearly Space
coincident. of electron densit y from the Chatanika incoherent Scattcr radar and of electron production
rate from the 1971-00A Satellite. Llcctron density profiles arc determined along the radar bc;un, and elec-
tron production profiles are field aligned. The horizontal Separation c.ntscd by these and other lactorscan
give rise to unecrlainn" in the presence e,I hOnnmlal gradiCnt: rot CICCtron dcn.nS or production it 11LICS ul
„ oht. III ed hi, this technique arc I)CSertlICICSS In reasonable agreement d, to Inc Ie1UIIS of others. Since the
technique oilers the posstbilitx cif frequent and routine dcterntin:IUonS of n profiles ((ypicalh- four per
da) ), it clearly represents a powerful means lot providing s)nopltc stttdtes of this ionospheric parenlcter.
At present there is a ver y high degree of interest in physical
processes associated with the auroral ionosphere. In the D and
E regions of the auroral ionosphere the parameter eff'cctive
recombination coefficient a is of interest because of its
relationship to electron-ion loss processes, and it is studied by
a variety of techniques [Biondi, 1969; Baron, 1972; U wick and
Barest, 19731.
The purpose of this paper is to present the results of' a nc^s
technique to determine height profiles of a in the auroral F-
region. The tcchnigltc conthincs height profiles of electron
densitS front the Chatanika incoherent scatter radar
[Leadabrand et al., 1972] with coincident field-aligned profiles
of electron production obtained front ct.ergettc particle
measurements made b y the 1971-089A satellite. Potentially,
the power of this technique for synoptic studies of (v is enor-
mous in comparison with existing methods, since, in principle,
a separate nle;nurentcnl can be made on cxcr) satellite pass oc-
curring near the rad;Ir (typically, four per day).
In the E region the elrects of negative ions can be neglected
[Biondi, 19691. If we also assume that plasma transport ctl'ects
are negligible, then the steady State equation Of con(inuo) IS
given approulmatcl% by [Rolibeth and Garriott, 19691
Q = drN' = {a(NO')n(NO') + a(O,' )n(O,') ► N	 (1)
from witch it follows that
a = Q/N' _ [a(NO' )n(Ni0') + a(02')n(0,')]1N (2)
where
Q elcclreut production rate;
N electron number density;
a(k') recombination cocllicient of ion species X';
n(A'	 number density of ion species A-:
a effective recombination coefficient.
In addition to its dependence on species and number ifensitS
of ions, a is dependent on neutral densltx [Poppoll and
lfhitre^t, 196;3] and is temperature sensitive (Biondi, 19691.
As IS Indicated in (2), a can he e\perimentall\ determined
from the quotient Q'N'. The ellicacy of such a deternunation
Cop)nght J 1974 b) the American Geophysical Union.
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rests on obtaining time and space coincident measurements of
electron production rate and electron number density.
At am instant of time the radar obtains a range profile of
electron density along the antenna beam, and the satellite ob-
tains an in situ measurement of the energy spectrum and pitch
angle distribution of precipitating particles at the position of
the satellite (-800-kit altitude). The instantaneous measure-
ment at the satellite can, b y using an appropriate computer
code, he transformed into an electron production profile along
the geomagnetic field line [( 'dint ct al., 1 1 )67[ passutp tfitouph
the satellite. I he essence of the c\perrntcni IS to COOP dnt,ttc the
radar oper.tion, both to tittle and in antenna pointing angle, to
obtain an intersection between a radar-obtained density profile
and a satellite-obtained production profile.
T he hest possible geometrical circumstance fora coordinated
measurement would he that the satellite would pass through
that geomagnetic field ]tile occupied by the radar. T he radar
antenna beam :ould then he directed up the field line, and if
the small amount of curvature in the field line is neglected, the
production and density profiles would be congruent.
Rcalisticall y , of course, this condition is never achieved, and to
MIN' actual ntccrsurcntcnt the field line profile of pn,ducttem and
the antenna hunt profile of densil) are skew w ith respect to
cacti ether and can intersect at , nlv one place. N hen such
Skewness exists, a particular altitude must be chosen at which
intersection is to take place.
INSTR UM, E%TATION
The Chatanika facility is an L hand (1290 \IHr) fully
steerable incoherent s.attcr radar %%s-.cm located at 65.1°N,
147.45 1 W (L = 5.7) near Fairbanks, Alaska. The system has
been described in :orsiderable detail [Leadabrund et al.. 1972;
Baron. 1972; Watt. I )711 and will not be described further
here.
The 1971-089•\ satellite was In a ncarlS ctr:ular 93' inclina-
tion orbit at IpprOVnl,ItLl\ M00 kill. T he satellite w,, ,, three-
vos stahih/cd and geo.cntricall\ oriented 1 he particle data
utili/ed here \% ere obtained from two sets of fixed cncrgx dclec-
tors oriented at I 5 ' • 1 ,, 55'. respc:t x c1), from file local
/enith. T he electron it , umcnts consisted of IMO' perniancnt
„_
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Fig. 1 Plan vieµ geometn of the radar heron and the maplTcd iia-
jector) of the satellite during the coordnl,Itcd csperiment 0 1
I)cccmher S, 1971.
magnet spectrometers with channeltron detectors. There µere
seven independent sensors at I S° and nine independent sensors
at 55°. I he instruments had contiguous energy passbands of
AE.'E hct\een 0.60 and 1.10 and provided complete coserage
of the electron duxes from approximated 70 eV to 41) keV at
both angles. 1 - hc protol, data used here were derived from in-
tegral flu\ detectors with proton thresholds at Ill and 3 1) kc\ at
each of the two angles. These t y pes of instruments hit\e been
described in more detail by Shea r) al. 11967], Reed e) al.
[19691, and Paschmann et al. 119701.
The pulses front each Sensor output were fed into a log
count rate meter µfill a time constant of approximately 300
ms. The rate meters \ere sampled by the telemetry ap-
proxiniated 5 times per second. 1 - his anadsis sullied onesam-
plc per second from each detector.
E\PERIMh-,T
During the period October 1971 through April 1972, several
radar-satellite coordinated measurements µere made, and
these measurements comprise the data base for this Suld). At
the lime of these measurements, the radar \as hein' operated
according to other unrelated e\perimcnts, so that the radar
antenna was not pointed so as to provide optimal coincidence
µfill the satellite measurements.
I rout the total data base, t\o events, occurring at 1331 l_'T
(0331 I S'r, 124° solar zenith angle) on December 8. 1971, and
at 11 14 UT (0114 LST, 132° solar zenith angle) on January 27,
1972, µere selected for detailed analysis. 1 he contrasting
results of these two events demonstrate both the efficac\ of the
technique and certain limitations on quantitative conclusions.
I he spatial criterion for the coordinated measurements is
given b y the requirement that at I10-km altitude, the radar
heam and field-linc- Wrapped position of the satellite he on the
same geomagnetic latitude. This coordination criterion is con-
sistent "fill typical radar ohscrvations of auroral E ionirlUon
in \hieh maxinium electron densities occur near 100-120 kill
and latitudinal density gradients are much larger than
longiludin,il density gradients (Baron, 19721.
Figures I and 2 Illustrate plan views of the t\o
measurements plotted in geographic coordinates for
I1
Ueccnther K and January 27, respccti\cly. I.ach figure il-
Iustr,Ites the 111.I1)ped trajecton of the salclhic at 110 hill
,ltiludc. file projection of the radar heam and ifs location at
110-km Alitude, and the point o il the slapped lraict:Im "% cor-
responding to the geomagnetic latitude of the 110-kin m1crsec-
lion of the radar heam.
It can he scan Irons life ligures that, b) our crlleii(m. the op-
timal Inns, for the coordinated nlcasuremcnis arc 1331.09 U h
Off I)CCCltlher 8 and 1 1 14:12 UT off Ja nuan 27 and the
horizontal distance% tat I 10-kill altitudc) hctttccn the cot.
responding clectron densils and cic^.tron pioductlon
measurements are about 21 and IS kill, rc.pccti%cl).
The measured data from both the radar au i the satellite ttere
integrated over finite times in order Lu reduce statistical Iluc-
WalionS to acceptahle Ic%els. 1 his requirement is illustrated for
the radar 111CAsuremenls on December x and Jasruar) 27 111
I • igures 3 and 4, respeclisely, \hieh present for cash case
overla ys of three electron density profiles obtained hs the radar
Mille the satelhfc µas passing ncarhs. It can be seen that for
these cases the cicciron densit y maximanns occur near I 10-ism
altitude ' c can associatc the k,r gc hi g h- altllllde Iluctuatlons
appearing in the 10-s or 20-s profiles %\ fill statistical noise fluc-
Wations in the radar rcceiscr; thus it is apparent that no 1,11:,
temporal variations in clectron densit y are being obscrscd dur-
ing the I-min periods on either Decenlher S' or Januar y 27. Ac-
cordinel\. fit order to provide valid electron dcnsll y data
relativel y free from statistical noise effects. \e take file 1-nun
electron densit y profiles as comprising the radar input to the
coordinated measurements. III the altitude ram!c haloµ 150
kill the sta:tdare deviation of statistical errors usin g a 1-111111 in-
tegration is est,romfed to he less than 8 > 10' el cm'.
AS w',ls poinlcu Out III the presious section, a complete data
set was ootained front the satellite instrumentation once per
second. These particle data Here then averaged over if period
of 4 s, corresponding to a distance traveled along the mappcd
trajectory of about 28 kill (see Figures I and 2).
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the second-hs-second outputs of
t%%o of file satellite-moumcd electron senor% for little periods
encompassing each of the f\o specific measurement miles I he
curves Illustrate the dlllciential electron flux in the cncre^
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Fig. 3. Electron density profiles obtained Irom radar
nneasurements during the coordinated radar-salellite c\pernrlent on
December X. 1971.
ranges iudicaled. -hhese cures are rcl-fresentative of Iluv
variations over the entire energy range measured. Represen-
talkC statistic,ll uncertainties associated with the measured
values are indicated b y the error bars.
The data for JaIluar 27 show it variation of much less than
a factor of _' over life 4 -s period 1 1 14:10 to 1 1 14: 14 UT. Aside
from the small fluctuations present in the second-b\-second
data, the measured flu\ did not exhibit an y significant
latitudinal variation III 	 vicinit y of Chatanika.
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Fie. 5. Electron differential flux as a function of time for two
s.tellite-mounted particle counters, centered at 5 and 25 kcV. respcc-
Usck. during the (fine of the radar-satelluc e\perinncnt on December
S. 1971. Represen(alivo: statistical counting errors are indicated.
The data for December 8 show a completely different
character. During the period of interest, 1331:07 to 1331.11
UT, the measured Ilux varied by as much as an order of
magnitude at the higher energies. In the absence of a cor-
responding variation in radar-observed electron densities, It
seems probable that the satellitc -ohscrxed y anatlons are
latitudinal rat., 'ban temporal. The consequences of such a
latitudinal gradicct will he discussed after the experimental
results have been presented.
I Igures 7 and 8 illustrate, for several times during each of
the coordm;Itcd nne:uurcnlents, incident electron energy spcc-
tra obtained h% the satellitc instruments. The electron tluxcs
measured al the t\ko anglcs differed b\ a facto , of ' or Ica ,oser
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nncasurennents during the coordinated radar-%.tc111te espcnnnenl on	 tivch, during the time cif the radar-satellitc e\pernncnt on January 27,
lanuar\ 27, 1972.
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Fig. 8	 Incident electron encrEt spectra dct,•iuuncd from particle
measuremenh on board the satellue 1971 •1189A during the coor-
dinated radar-satellite cxpcnnienl on January 27, 197.2.
{	 i g-an . The Aurora calculation has a lower•cnergy limit of 0.5
104 I.n	
ion k; V. Althou g h it is true that 0.5 - keV incident electrons do not
F VRGV penetrate the atinosphcre to the altitudes considered, energy is
Fig. 7.	 Incident electron energy spectra deternuued from particle neverthe l ess deposited at these altitudes in the energy range
measurements on 	 hoard	 the satellite	 1971-089A	 during the coor . helow 0.5 ke 1v by higher-energy electrons scattering down In
dinated radar-satellite experiment on December K. 1971. energy.	 Hence the	 calculated	 results	 must	 be extrapolated
down to E, = 0 in order to obtain an estimate of the total
the energy range covered	 The spectra shown m these figures particularde .energy deposited at any articular ,IItluldc
were derived from an average ol'the fluxes nlca.0 rcd at the two erwe use the reasonable	 ti 	 of 35	 of deposited clec-
angles. The statistical counting errors were, in general, of the tro p energy corresponding, on the average, to the production
•	 order of 20% or less. The 3-s integrations during cash coup of one cicctron-ion pair, the energy values pnnlded b y Aurora
dinated
	
measurement	 are cyulvalent 	 to averaging the throe a direct estimate of the electron-ion p.odu.tion rate duey ield
curves in each figure. It can be seen that the curves in I-i g ure 7 to energetic electrons.
are widely spread, especially at the higher energies, consistent l he	 Aumra	 calculation	 pertains onl y 	to	 production
with the gradient effects already discussed. resulting front energetic electrons. A low intensity of energetic
EXPERIMENTAL RFSULTS protons was ohser.cd to accompan\ the energetic electrons,
and file total production taking place during auroral activity
Figure ? 11331-1332 UT) and 	 { igure 3 (I 113-I I IS UT) II must include that title to energetic protons as wen.
lustrate the radar-derived electron dc •lsit y data, and I igurc 7 By	 using the method described by Eather and Burroxs(1331:07	 to	 1331:11	 UT,	 • Iverage) and	 Figure	 8	 (111•!:10 to
1113:1 .3	 LI T. average) illustrate the satellite-derived energetic
electron	 flux	 data:	 these	 two	 ropes	 of data	 comprise	 the
,
 
RADAR-SATELE,TE
measurement inputs to the experiment. In order to provide in- In72 `" E XPE PINT AT
formation on electron production, the ateraoc electron flux ''0 f	 V	 ^OUuI%VILK Aron
spectra obt.:ined from Figures. 7 and 8 were assumed to he  •^	 a nEC ,mr	
enaon 119731
isotropically	 incident	 and	 % ere	 then	 used	 is	 input	 to	 the 140
I
Lockheed Aurora computer program.
t
I
IAurora program	 numerically solves the appropriate JThe 130	 (-
Fokker-Planck	 steady state diffusion equation to drternnnc ^\	 ,
the	 electron	 nt 	 .Bong	 a	 gCOM ignClic	 field	 IrTU .170
associated with a given spectrum of incident auroral electrons.
r	 \i l
a	 b	 C'
The solution takes into account atmospheric scatter i n g , elec-
tron energy loss, and the mirroring effect of the geomagnetic
field. The rate at which energy is deposited in the atmosphere
by electrons is also calculated by the program. T he theoretical 100	 '	 \^
solution of the diffusion equation was developer by Walt et al. QQ	 -
[1968[.	 A	 detailed description of the computer program	 is oo	 -	 ---^-	 - — • - _ 	 __
given by Cladrs et al.	 [1973]. to %	 ,o"	 +o s
The output of Aurora at each altitude is art estimate of the
RFCn'. + R,',AT^ON	 COEFFa
Fig. 9.	 Comparison of recombination coethocnt profiles obtained
total electron energy deposited per cubic centimeter per second from the radar-.,tellite etpenmcnt with profiles compiled by O"I k
in the energy range above E„ w here E, is an input to the pro- m)J 1?.; , 1:	 119731.
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IABIX	 I C.i Icu I -i t ed	 % a I ties	 of	 I lent ron-1 iu.wd Product wn.	 1'rot on-Coused Product inn,
and 'rotai	 Production at	 Parlous Attitudes
December 8, 1971 Januar• 27,	 19'2
Altitude,	 Am 'w, JF. YC Qe
I._, I _' ,660 10 2,670 1,155 25o 1, 405
139 4,560 13- 4,573 Z , L1i 3SO .1,573
130 7,450 21 7,471 3,97, 640 4,515
121 11,250 28 11,:80 7, ; 1 1" 930 8_13S
115 13,850so 34 13,880 11,1 ' 11 1, 120 12_17o
III 15,050 37 15,090 1	 1' .)	 1 1 , 1,250 It,, 1.11 11
10; 13,450 13 13,460 21 1 ,4011 800 21 ,21,0
103 11,680 10 11 , 690 : ( 1 0 480 2.1 ,680
101 9, 3511 8 9,360 2.i, IM) I w) 2.1,560
6,110 1. 1" 1 50 :; , 1(10 , 1011
97 1,t130 3 4,1110 1,51111 ^1 1 11
95 2 ,78() 0 2,780 1-,250 0 17,250
ucs are in electrons per cubic	 centimeter second.
119661, electron-ion rroduction piotiles due solely to detected
energetic brut r) , %%ere generated 1()r the times 1331.07 to
1311
.
1 1 UT 
oil 
December 8 and 1 1 14. 10 to 1 1 14 1.4 UT un
Januar y 27, 1972. Total c1cctrw, production "its then taken to
be the sum of the individual production rates due to encriMic
electrons and energetic proton , . Table I lists %alues of
electron-caused production Q_ proton-caused production Q,,,
and total production Q, for each altitude at Ahich the
calculations %%ere performed and for each of the coordinated
MC.INUrciiients.
The overall uncertainties 
in Q, are estimated to he lcss than
401,. These result 1'roin a combination 
of 
wiccriainlics in the
absolute Calibl"M1011 of the sensors, counting st'Alistics.
deviations front isotropy. and CACUlational errors in the
Aurora code. There are additional uncertainties resulting from
spatial gr.ichcnts in the particle IIL I \CS. T he LitItUdill,11
gradient-; 
in 
the observed fluxes are discussed later.
Apply ing   the valuc ,  of electron production from Table I
and \alues of electron density from Figures 3 and 4 to (2)
yields estimates of a.
The surninitri/ed results for both sets 
of 
coordinated
measurements are given 
in 
Table 7 and are illLINMIMI in I IgUrc
9. It 
call 
he seen that 
the 
t%%o n profiles varied \%ith altitude in i t
similar manner but differed by it [Actor Of'about 3-4 over most
of the altitude range, there being an increasing cli.eigcncc
hiclo" about 100 kin.
DIV-USSION
It is instructive to compare the resul- in Table 2 %kilh result%
for ( k obtained b y other means. Figure 9 compares the pres-
ent result ,  (curves labeled 1) %%ith results taken h-oni
Uhtick and Haron 1 1 9731. Curve 2 is haled on data taken
dircctl\ from an instrumented rocket launched on March 10.
19721 , into an aurora from the Poker Hat rocket rarige near
Chatanik,t. Cur%c 2 illusirmes the results of electron produc-
tion determined from energetic particle measurements and
electron dcriNit^ determined front plasma frequency
measurements. Cut-\ c 3 illustrates the results of using ( 2) along
Kith rocket-mounted mass spectrometer ulcastilcillcills of
n(NO' ) and tt(O,' ) [Sherman et a(, W_; ]. lahoratory Naloes  for
( i (NO') and a(02 *) [Biondi, 19691, and it Cira (1900 ine.in
temperature model. Cur\e 4 illu strates results obtained on
I -chruar\ 24, 1972. by applying the'probabilit y disthhutlOW
n)cthod to incoherent scatter niCaSLI-irient data [Baron. 1971.
It can he seen that the result ,., of Jlanuair\ 27, 1972, utrec quite
Nell %k ith those re s ults obtained h\ other means and thot the ( I
profile obt;iincd oil Deccnihcr (S. 1971, seem ,, to lie coi l l-
paratt%cl% 
high 
at ;111 Altitudes.
Figure 10, taken directl\ from Oath,% er al. 119731, presents
compilation ( 1 1 1t \-alwC, 0111.111ICtl dot ing miroral ;icti\11 \ h\ t
T111111het of \%orkers. In the JltilUdc range 100-12 5, krii,o \.1 1 L I C,
given in Figure 10 vary oscr it range greater than I order of
TMILL 2. Calculated Values of Total	 Production, I-luctron	 Density, and	 1-fifectixt, Recombination Coefficient at Parini
Attitude ,;	 for the Radar-Satellite Experiment,;
Occernher 8,	 19 - 1 .January'	 7	 19
Attitude, lam	 ej/cm3	 s	
X	
Oi l Cl/CM3	 X	 105 -CM 3 / ,;	 X	 10	 7 OI/CM3	 S x	 10 3 cl/CMI	 X	 10 5 CM3/,	 x	 to
1
2.67 0.88 3. 45 1.40S 1_3 0.93
1 ^, 9 4.57 0.98 4 . 76 1.38 1.35
13o 7.47 I .2' 4.63 4. 5 IS 1."l I
1: 1
1
11. .1 S I .7.0 5.69 A.23 5
II5 1.3.SS I."1 4.69 12. 27
Ill 15.09 1 . 8 i 4.10 16,15 Z. 96 1.94
105 13. 46 1.51 1.90 21.26 2.92 .1 . SO
103 1	
1	
. (".) 1 .21 8.00 Z 2. t•8 Z... 3.00
101 9.36 0.91 11.30 23.56 '.54 3. ( ' ;
99 6.15 0.66 14.1 23. 1 2.21 8 4.45
97 4.03 0.41 24,0 2 1 .S 2.02 5.28 
95 2.78 0.27 38.1 17.25 1.60 b. 74
